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triggers multimedia equipment (audio
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1.
THE ROYAL 		
The construction of the royal quarters was
begun by Duke Louis 1st of Anjou around
1370. Work continued in the 15th century
under Charles VII and Mary of Anjou. It
consisted of three buildings forming a "U"
around an inner courtyard. The northern
and western buildings that housed the
painter's workshop, the jeu de paume (court
tennis) and Saint-Melaine Chapel have been
destroyed.

		 QUARTERS
The preserved southern wing has been
converted into museum space. It once
housed service rooms on the ground floor
and the royal apartments on the first floor,
with the adjoining grand banquet hall that
has disappeared today. This is also called
the Recognition room in reference to the
mythical episode that took place there in
March 1429: the presentation of Joan of
Arc to King Charles VII.

QUEEN'S
KITCHENS
In the Middle Ages, these two rooms
located under the apartments of Queen
Mary of Anjou housed her private kitchens
and related storage space (cellars). They
now help us learn more about the fortress
through the multimedia equipment and
the collections that are exposed there.
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THE ROYAL QUARTERS

◊
MULTIMEDIA - COLLECTIONS

◊
ROOMS 1 & 2

HISTORY AND
ARCHAEOLOGY
The objects displayed come from recent
archaeological digs on the site: the tomb
of a Gallic warrior, a relief of Saint George
slaying the dragon that adorned the chapel
of Fort Saint George, some aspects of daily
life in the Middle Ages. An interactive
screen offers 3D replicas of the fortress at
different periods.
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QUEEN'S
APARTMENTS
You are in the apartments of Mary of
Anjou. Like the king, the queen had two
adjoining rooms: the parement chamber, a
semi-private space to receive visitors, and
the retreat chamber, an intimate space,
the equivalent of a modern bedroom.
Additional rooms completed the group: an
oratory (private chapel) and a wardrobe.
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THE ROYAL QUARTERS

◊
MULTIMEDIA - COLLECTIONS

◊
ROOMS 5 & 6

JOAN OF ARC
COLLECTIONS
All the works presented in these two rooms
form a collection dedicated to representations
of Joan of Arc from the 16th to the 20th
centuries. No artistic representations of Joan
of Arc were made during her lifetime, but she
inspired a number of artists in the following
centuries. She occupies a special place in
popular imagery and in the 19th century a great
number of sculptors treated this heroic figure.
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KING'S
PAREMENT
CHAMBER
You are in Charles VII's parement
chamber. This semi-private space was
furnished with one or two ceremonial
beds that enabled the king to receive his
counsellors and conduct hearings.
The first interview between Charles VII
and Joan of Arc took place in this room in
February 1429.
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THE ROYAL QUARTERS

◊
ROOM 5

WEAPONS OF
THE HUNDRED
YEARS' WAR
The collections exhibited come from
military equipment used from the time
of the Hundred Years' War. It was during
this period that Charles VII decided to
professionalise the French army. The
companies consisted of a fixed number of
men; weapons and armour were chosen
and supplied by the king. From then on,
war was considered an affair of state and
mobilised considerable means.
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KING'S PRIVATE
CHAMBER

You are in the private chamber of King
Charles VII, the room where he slept and
ate his meals on ordinary days. The royal
accounts, which mention the purchase
of precious fabrics and furniture, help us
understand the luxury and refinement of
this private space. The king also had a bath
chamber (bathroom) and latrines nearby.
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THE ROYAL QUARTERS

◊
ROOM 6

RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE
BEDCHAMBER
This project is the result of a considerable
effort combining documentary research and
the contribution of craftspeople. A table,
a bench, a coffer, a chair and a bed were
created by a cabinet-maker. The creation
of the bed clothes (covers, counterpane,
curtains, etc.) was entrusted to a weaver
specialising in ancient textiles. Together,
they were inspired by existing models in
museums or represented on miniatures
from the middle of the 15th century.
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KING'S
KITCHENS
The rooms located on the ground floor
of the royal quarters, under the king's
and queen's apartments, housed vast
kitchens and service areas dedicated to the
professions that served the royal couple
and which were grouped within the king's
household and/or the queen's household.
It was the domain of cupbearers, kitchen
squires, chefs, soupmakers, sauce chefs, etc
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THE ROYAL QUARTERS

◊
ROOMS 7 & 8

PROJECTION &
EXHIBITION
Today in these two rooms you can see,
depending on the season:
• One of four films that recount the history
of the persons who left their mark on this
place:
- Anger and Light (Fulk IV)
- Dawn of revolt (Henri II Plantagenet)
- The battle of kings (John Lackland &
Philippe Auguste)
- Destiny (Joan of Arc and Charles VII)
• A part of the current temporary
exhibition.
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2.
THE THREE		
The Middle castle
◊ The royal quarters
◊ The Argenton Tower
◊ The Dogs Tower
◊ The Clocktower
Fort Coudray
◊ The Boissy Tower
◊ The Mill Tower
◊ The Coudray Tower
Fort Saint George

		 CASTLES
The royal fortress of Chinon is built on
a rocky outcrop overlooking the river
Vienne and the town. Little by little, the
space was structured into three distinct
parts, that the kings called their three
castles. Thus, from west to east, the
rocky promontory is divided by ditches,
separating the three castles: Fort Coudray,
the Middle castle and Fort Saint George.
Each of them has a separate fortified
enclosure. The royal quarters stand in
the Middle Castle.

THE ARGENTON
TOWER
In 1477, King Louis XI entrusted the
fortress of Chinon to his biographer
Philip Commynes, Lord of Argenton.
He reinforced the northwest corner of
the Middle Castle by building a new, more
robust tower, able to withstand the new
gunpowder weapons.
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THE THREE CASTLES

◊
THE MIDDLE CASTLE

Its walls are five meters thick and
embrasures for cannons feature down
to the lowest level, at ditch height. The
top terrace is on the same level as the
courtyard of the Middle Castle. This tower,
less elevated than the others, is hence less
fragile. It served as a prison in the 17th
century, as evidenced by the graffiti on
walls. The bombards (primitive canons)
arranged on the terrace are originals
dating back to the later 16th century.
From this terrace, you can also observe
the reconstruction of a wooden crane,
from the late 12th or 13th century.
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THE DOGS
TOWER
The Dogs Tower is one of the great
towers built during the reign of Philip
Auguste, like the Coudray Tower and
the Watchtower (tour de l'Échauguette).
In contrast to the two others, it is not
circular but in a horseshoe shape. It owes
its name to nearby kennels, which housed
the royal hounds in the 15th century.
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THE THREE CASTLES

◊
THE MIDDLE CASTLE

It has three vaulted levels surmounted
by a terrace. Access is on the middle
floor. This is now on the same level as
the Middle Castle, which was not the
case in the Middle Ages. The loop-holes
or arrow slits are offset from one level to
another to provide effective defence and
to avoid weakening the wall structure.
Latrines are provided between the first
and second floors. The bread oven situated
on the middle floor, like the one in the
neighbouring tower, probably dates back to
the 15th century and provided for the needs
of the court.
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THE
CLOCKTOWER
In its current lofty and slender
configuration, the Clocktower dates from
the late 14th century. Since the end of the
12th century, it has served as the entrance
to the Middle Castle. It takes its name
from the clock installed in the turret that
rises above roof level.
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THE THREE CASTLES

◊
THE MIDDLE CASTLE

Originally, the tower featured a door in a
tall, slender structure, with a semi-circular
extremity. Under the reign of Philippe
Auguste, in the early 13th century, it was
elevated and secured with a portcullis
and a drawbridge. It was defended by
three loop-holes. In the late 14th century,
it was considerably elevated, in order to
accommodate rooms. A spiral staircase
was created to provide access to the five
levels that the tower now boasted. An old
“Chinonais” saying tells us the name of
the bell that has rung out on the hour
since 1399:
“Mary-Javelle
Is my name.
Whoever set me
Set me well
Who may remove me
The day will rue”
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THE BOISSY
TOWER
The Boissy Tower was erected in the 13th
century, perhaps at the time of Saint Louis
(Louis IX). It derives its name from the
lords of Boissy, governors of the Castle of
Chinon in the 16th century. It offers a clear
view of the valley and was probably home
to a chapel on the first floor, under its
elegantly sculpted arches.
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THE THREE CASTLES

◊
FORT COUDRAY

On the ground floor there is a guardroom,
featuring loop-holes (arrow slits) that watch
over the valley and the Coudray moat.
A stairway built into the walls gives access
to the two floors and the terrace. From
the terrace, there is access to the Coudray
Tower, via a walkway. In the early 15th
century, major alterations were made.
The tower now communicated with the
royal quarters, via a walkway and through
an added gate, preceded by a drawbridge.
An extra floor was also added.
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THE MILL
TOWER
The Tower Mill is a prime example of
military architecture from the days of
King John. It is a key element of Fort
Coudray, built in the late 12th century. The
ground floor, with its polygonal plan, and
segmental, domed roof, is typical of the
era, but very rare in Plantagenet castles.
It owes its name to the presence of a
windmill perched on its summit, a feature
of the modern era.
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THE THREE CASTLES

◊
FORT COUDRAY

It is the only tower of the castle to be
protected in its lower part by a perimeter
wall. You go in at ground floor level from
Fort Coudray. The ground floor does not
communicate with the first floor, accessible
only by the walkway. Both rooms are
equipped with loop-holes opening into
niches, characteristic of the time. The
top floor, which forms a perfect lookout,
features six large windows. Access from the
first floor is by a staircase built into in the
thickness of the wall, which also rises onto
the terrace.
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THE COUDRAY
TOWER
The Coudray Tower is the one of the three
surviving towers from the works carried
out by Philippe Auguste after he captured
the fortress in 1205. It overlooks the Mill
Tower built by his enemy King John. Its
name dates from the Middle Ages and
may be due to the presence of a grove of
hazelnut trees inside the fort (“coudres”
in old French).
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THE THREE CASTLES

◊
FORT COUDRAY

The tower is flanked by a door with a
drawbridge and a portcullis, which secures
the Fort Coudray. There are still three
levels intact, all featuring loop-holes. The
first two are covered with a Gothic vault.
Access to the tower is on the second floor,
and the door is protected by a trap (dropbox). It has fireplaces and latrines. The
lower room features a tunnel entrance,
allowing occupants to escape discreetly
in case of siege. These design details were
modern and sophisticated, and are a sign
of the close attention that the royal powers
paid to Chinon. It was used as a prison for
dignitaries of the Order of the Temple in
1308. Joan of Arc was a guest there in 1429.
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FORT
SAINT GEORGE
Around 1160, Henry II Plantagenet
built a new set of buildings to the east
of the old fortress inherited from his
ancestors. This palace, designed without
any military purpose, was intended for
his administration and to hold his court
when he was in residence at Chinon.
Fort Saint George was named after
the palace’s chapel, dedicated to Saint
George, patron saint of knights.
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THE THREE CASTLES

◊
FORT SAINT GEORGE

Forty years later, the son of Henry II, King
John, strengthened the defences of the
castle to resist the pressure of his rival King
Philippe Auguste of France. He fortified
Fort Saint George, which became an outpost
protecting the main castle from the direction
of the road to Tours. Today, it houses the
new reception hall for the fortress.
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◊ SCENOGRAPHY
Sponsor
Conseil départemental d’Indre-et-Loire
Scenography
Frédéric Casanova

The restructuring of the fortress was completed with
the assistance of :

The fortress is labeled:

Forteresse Royale de Chinon,
partie de

The Royal Fortress of Chinon
testifies to the quality of the
architectural heritage of the Loire
Valley World Heritage listed as
cultural landscape.
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